
 
 

 
 Placements in Environmental, Archaeological and Traditional Skills - 

PEATS 

 
PEATS Staff Placement in Slovenia  

13-20 July 2020, (4 spaces) 
 
Grampus Heritage have worked with your host Mrs Erna Vöröš of the environmental and cultural NGO 

‘Logarica’ 
...since 2002. 
They are 
concerned with 
sustainability 
and as 
University 
teachers their 
staff are well 
aware of the 
power of 
education and 
the transfer of 
appropriate 
technology. 
Slovenia has 
largely made the 
shift from 
subsistence / 
peasant 
agriculture to 
industrialised 

farming but the numerous protected areas and extensive forests have saved some of the striking biodiversity 
and the craft sector is still thriving as an important part of the local economy, catering to ‘stylish Slovenes’ as 
well as German, Austrian, Italian & Dutch visitors 

Itinerary: 
- Bukovnica Lake and visit of local tomato producer »Lüšt« 

- NGO Aqua Lutra and Hodoš Lake 

- Adventure park Vulkanija in the hilly part of Prekmurje region, castle Grad and tri-border (SIovenia, 
Austria, Hungary) 



- Oxbows and endangered habitats of Mura River 

- Pohorje mountains and Maribor - new ideas to promote nature in protected areas 

- Traditional management of wet meadows - Selo, Motvarjevci, Kobilje 

- Visit of local sparkling wine producer Radgonske gorice 

 

   
 Visits of cultural and historical sites include churches, museums, the bilingual region with the Hungarian minority, 
castles, the tri-border and other sights.  

The programme can change due to weather conditions. 

Placement Location: Prekmurje / Murska Sobota, the north-eastern part of Slovenia Slovenia  

Information on the host organisation: Logarica 

Erna Voros of Zavod Logarica 

Address:  Lipovci 119, Beltinci, SI011 – Pomurska, Slovenia 

http://logarica.si/ (host only available in english at the moment) 

 

Flights: from London or Manchester 

Accommodation: shared twin room  

For more information please contact:  

Jessica Karcher (Project Officer)  

Grampus Heritage and Training Ltd, 

Email: jessica@grampusheritage.co.uk 
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